Practical Information – Travel to Ferrara

By plane:
BOLOGNA AIRPORT
Bologna airport named “Guglielmo Maroni” is 35km far from Ferrara (about 30 minutes by car). The region set a new flybus service between Bologna airport and Ferrara called “bus&fly” (http://www.ferrarabusandfly.it/).
Ferrara/ Bologna rail line is direct (www.trenitalia.it), the airport is connected to the train station by means of a direct bus system named “aerobus” and provides direct flights to the most important Italian and European cities all year.
For further information: Tel.: +39/ 051 6479615 - Website: www.bologna-airport.it

VENICE AIRPORT
Venice airport “Marco Polo” is 116km from Ferrara (about 1 hour and 15 minutes by car).
Ferrara/ Venice rail line is direct (www.trenitalia.it); the airport is connected to the train station by means of a direct bus system named “flybus” and provides direct flights to the most important Italian and European cities all year.
For further information: Tel.: +39/ 041 2609260 - Website: www.veniceairport.it

VERONA AIRPORT
Verona airport “Valerio Catullo” is 106km far from Ferrara (about 1 hour and 20 minutes).
Ferrara/ Verona rail line is not direct, it’s necessary to change train in Padua or Bologna (www.trenitalia.it); the airport is connected to the train station by means of a direct bus system and provides direct flights to the most important Italian and European cities all year.
For further information: Tel.: +39/ 045 8095666 - Website: www.aeroportoverona.it

FORLÌ AIRPORT
Forlì airport “Luigi Ridolfi” is 122km far from Ferrara (about 1 hour and half by car).
Ferrara/ Forlì rail line is not direct; it’s necessary to change train in Bologna (www.trenitalia.it); the airport is connected to the trainstation by means of a direct bus system and provides low-cost flights to the most important Italian and European cities all the year.
For further information: Tel.+39/ 0543 474990 – 474921 - Website: www.forliairport.com

TREVISO AIRPORT
Treviso airport is 116km far from Ferrara (about 2 hours by car).
Ferrara/Mestre rail line is direct (www.trenitalia.it); the airport is connected to Mestre train station by means of a direct bus system named “eurobus”, moreover it provides low-cost flights to some Italian and European cities.
For further information: Tel: +39 / 0422 315111 - Website: www.trevisoairport.it

FLORENCE AIRPORT
Florence airport “Amerigo Vespucci” is 150 km far from Ferrara (about 2 hours by car).
Ferrara/ Florence rail line is direct (www.trenitalia.it); the airport is connected to the train station by means of a direct bus system named “volainbus”, moreover it provides flights to the most important Italian and European cities all the year.
For further information: Tel: +39 055 3061300 - Website: www.aeroporto.firenze.it

By train:
You find all important information in the following homepage: www.trenitalia.it
The train station of Ferrara is not far away from the city centre as you can see on the map.